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According to the International Committee of the Red Cross,

Private Military Companies (PMCs) are private business

concerns that provide military and/or security services,

irrespective of how they describe themselves. Military and

security services include, in particular, the provision of armed

guards and the protection of persons and objects, such as

convoys, buildings and other places; maintenance and

operation of weapons systems; prisoner detention; and

advice to, or training of, local forces and security personnel.

So, private military contractors do in many cases substitute

functions inherent to conventional armed forces, though in

much smaller scale along with even civilian technician

functions.

 In the words of UN Secretary-General Kofi Annan, “the world

may not yet be ready to privatise peace”. "Write a check, end

a war" formula is not really valid; however, the popularity of

private forces is still growing. 

 A private military company is  now an official business

structure.   Apparently,  not only  they consist  of professional

warriors, but also “white collars” are widely employed as PMCs  

activities involve a lot of paperwork, planning and even

advertising campaigns.  They operate where conflicts are

taking place,  whether international, inter-state, intra-state

ornon-state. A row of human rights groups adhere to the

standpoint that PMCs are beneficial outsourcing for States in 

TERMINOLOGY AND CLASSIFICATION

1.  International humanitarian law and private military/security companies - FAQ. (2013). 
2 Annan’s statement referred to the question that was posed to the UN in 1994 of whether to contract
a private company to keep refugees and fighters apart in the Rwanda crisis..
3 Fidler & Catan, (2003)
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order to attract mercenaries while capitalising on doing wars

and they have prove n it in some aspects . In research

communities, they achieved a consensus that such terms as

“private military firms” or “private military contractors” are also

present, but for the sake of clarity the “private military (and

security) companies” or PMCs is employed as, for instance, it

is used in various International Committee of the Red Cross

papers. The terms “private armies” or “guns for hire” are very

popular in the press. It has been stated that some companies

tend to identify themselves as offering “security” or

“consulting” services instead of “military” pointing out that it

better reflects a wide range of their authorities. 

Some point out that PMCs are companies that provide

offensive services, designed to have a military impact,

whereas PSC is taken to refer to companies offering

defensive services, intended mainly to protect individuals and

property. Nevertheless, what is perceived as ‘defensive’ under

one set of circumstances may well turn out to have ‘offensive’

repercussions in another. 

Most private security companies act like any other private

company: they have conventional corporate structures,

operate as legal entities, and maintain Internet sites and

corporate ties. Many are part of larger industrial

conglomerates, some of them included in the Fortune 500 list

(Northrop Grumman Corporation, Halliburton Co., Computer

Sciences Corporation 175 were included).

4
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4 Karska, (2016) 
5 Son, (2012) 
6 "Interview with Andrew Bearpark", (2006)
7 Holmqvist, C. (2005).
8 Fortune 500. (2021).
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The range of services that PMCs offer is different – that is the

reason it seems impossible to imagine criteria to define the

type of a company judging on the type of the services . For 

 instance, «DynCorp» ( USA) secured civilians’ lives and

buildings in Afghanistan while providing consulting services

for the government forces of Liberia. What is more, in a low-

intensity conflict where the full deployment does not take

place it is sometimes almost impossible to draw a difference

between “security” and “military” company. 

Clear identification of actors is of great importance for the

application of relevant legal and ethical norms, their

compliance with International Law and setting out realistic

regulation criteria upon the activities. 

Three basic sectors 

- Military provider companies (also known as "private

security firms") offer on-the-ground tactical military

assistance, including actual combat services. Examples –

former Blackwater, DynCorp and Erynis International.

- Military consulting firms, often employ retired officers.

Provide strategic advice and military training on an

operational level. Their clients are mostly governments that

want to improve their armies, also police and security

services, the aim might be to modernise (or westernise)

militaries. Here a lot of political reasons come to light. In the

majority of cases, such PMCs' host state is the USA. Examples

– Military Professional Resources Inc, US companies in the

CAR, Blackwater also offered such services.

 

910

9 Kurilev et al., (2021). 
10 Liu, (2015).
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- Military support firms are known to provide logistical

support, intelligence gathering and maintenance services.

Their service is of uttter importance as theyallowing

conventional armies firstly to concentrate on combat and also

to reduce their government's need to recruit more troops or

mobilise reserves. Such companies operate on every

continent (except Antarctica) in more than 50 countries.

- Companies that are involved in peacekeeping missions

and provide humanitarian assistance

It might be surprising that not only governments tend to

contract private security services, but also international

organizations, NGOs, humanitarian agencies, members of the

international media and MNCs.

According to Doug Brooks, President of US-based

International Stability Operations Association (ISOA), some

Western PSCs do take an active part in internationally

mandated peace-building activities through providing law

enforcement, humanitarian mine clearance and infrastructural

projects. 

Some PMCs are incorporated into the Contracting State’s

armed forces or contracted to perform so-called elements of

governmental authority (criminal investigation or prosecution

as the justice system is exceptionally governmental). So, the

State remains responsible. PMC conduct is also attributable to

the Contracting State if the PMSC is, acting on the

instructions of the State (i.e. the State has specifically

instructed the private actor's conduct) or under its direction

or control. Whenever violations are attributable to it, the

Contracting State has an obligation to provide reparations for

the injury incurred.

11

12

11 Classification is based on Son, (2012) and Korolkova, (2020). 
12 Holmqvist, C. (2005).
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Activities, examples and users of private military and

security companies.

Activities and

services provided

Examples of 

companies

Main users of 

services

Combat and 

operational

support

Military advice

and training

Arms

procurement

Intelligence

-gathering

Security and

crime-

prevention

services

Logistical

support

Executive Outcomes,

Sandline International,

IDAS, Gurkha Security

Guards

Governments

DSL, MPRI, Silver

 Shadow, Levdan, 

Vinnel, BDM

Governments

Governments

Executive Outcomes, 

Sandline International, 

Levdan

Control Risk Group,

Kroll, Governments,

Saladin, DynCorp

Governments,

multinational

companies

DSL, Lifeguard Group 

4, Control Risk Group,

Gurkha Security 

Guards, Gray Security,

Coin Security

Multinational

companies,

humanitarian

agencies

Brown and Root, 

DynCorp,

 Pacific Architects 

and Engineers (PAE)

Peacekeeping

organizations,

humanitarian

agencies

13 Based on Lilly, (2000)
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The military has long been the sphere of government’s sole

responsibility without any space for privatising or outsourcing.

Later questions of education, healthcare, tax collection and

many others were transferred to the private market. In fact,

the military is a far too specific sphere where extremely

special skills and mental organisation are required. In addition,

the application of their craft has a direct impact on the

destiny of the States. However, some of the military's

responsibilities were shifted to privately-owned structures,

even if they were far too different from what we now call a

PMC. 

The habit of using private forces for State reasons has a long

history. Private initiative has been proved useful in solving

problems when States find themselves failed when unable to

quickly respond to emergencies and changes inthe political

and economic landscape. All in all, even the conquest of

America was a business affair while the Conquistadores were

granted land on the conquered territories by the Spanish

kings. Even the conquest of Siberia by Yermak Timofeyevich

was private-driven, and Yermak’s militia unit was financed by

a bigger privately-owned corporation of the Stroganovs. Such

early examples of classic mercenariness were, in fact,

beneficial for governments; it was just after the French

revolution when the era of regular armies began.

After World War II ,   it is possible  to talk about the  re-

emergence  of the institute, first and foremost in post-

colonial Africa, where mercenaries received  significant

support from France, Belgium, South Africa and partly the

USA. As it is acknowledged, it was  Lieutenant Colonel David  

HISTORY OF THE PROBLEM
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Stirling, worried that Britain was losing its power after the war

became a founder of the Special Air Service when decided of

creating a private enterprise that would provide British

weapons and military personnel to other countries for various

privatised foreign policy operations. It put its priority on

working either on allied governments or on international

organisations. At that time,British mercenaries served as

military advisers for the army of Oman while his group Kilo

Alpha Service was even involved in fighting poachers in South

Africa as part of the agreement with the International wildlife

federation. 

A squad of mercenaries that gathered to seek adventures

and gain money in wars or uprisings to some extent could be

applied to those “soldiers of fortune" that used to operate in

Africa in the 1960-1970-s. They used to fight on the side of

both revolters and dictators and did not find it necessary to

legalise their business. From that moment PMCs are regarded

as a legally registered structure that is strictly under state

control. Instances of mercenary activity during the 1960s were

sporadic and limited. The motivation all in all was financial

gain. Although isolated mercenary activity is still carried out

today, it is related more to the realm of criminal activity.

However, such cases contributed a lot to the image of

mercenaryism in Africa’spost-colonial wars.

 Some companies found great support from state banks, such

as Defense Systems Limited from the United Kingdom. Later,

DSL operated in Africa under contractwith the World Bank,

the UN and NGOs.

14 Konovalov & Valetsky, (2013).
15 Konovalov & Valetsky, (2013).
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Keenie Meenie Services (United Kingdom) was typical for that

era and got involved in major political rows. Its mercenaries in

1984 took part in the CIA's actions in Nicaragua where they

trained the Contras and bombed government buildings. This

came to the spotlight in the process of investigation of the

illegal American arms transfer to Iran (Iran-Contra affair). In Sri

Lanka, KMS trained the country's special forces while at the

same time they were involved in training fighters from the

Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam, their counterforce, in Israel.

At the same time, they started training Afghan mujahideen in

Pakistan.

In the USA private military business was formed based on the

CIA and the Pentagon. Unlike the British, they needed

technical specialists and not acting mercenaries. This served

as a prototype for an up-to-date private military outsourcing.

These companies are made for civilian firmsthat are hired for

a definite purpose. Airline company Air America operated in

Southeast Asia. Building company Vinnell и Pacific Architects

& Engineers erected military stations and military prisons in

Viet Nam.

Israel also started forming its PMCs in the early 1980-s by local

commandos. Golan Group supplied instructors for Latin

American troops. Beni Tal served as coverage for conducting

operations against the Palestinian Liberation Organisation and

soon it became the leading PMC in Israel.

Debates about military outsourcing emerged greatly due to

activities of the South African company Executive Outcomes

(EO) in the conflicts in Angola and Sierra Leone in 1995–97,

and that of Sandline International (international 

16 Musah & Fayemi, (2000).

16
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company, registered in the Bahamas but with offices in

London and Washington, DC) in Sierra Leone in 1997–98. Their

activities by many specialists were regarded as a revival of

mercenary activity in a new shape, especially since that it was

directly emphasised that with the absence of foreign and

international intervention, PMC would take the initiative to

help end conflicts.

The 1994 Rwanda genocide strengthened arguments in

favour of contracting PMCs in conflict-prone states where the

international community actually acted as a bystander, what

in turn popularised the idea of a PMC as an alternative to

national troop contributions in the UN or other multilateral

peace operations. 

Dynamics of the industry:

 ❖  The End of the Cold War created a legal vacuum

environment. According to a popular theory, conflicts that

were long suppressed by the superpowers emerged soon

after the collapse of the USSR. For big business, the end of

the Cold War meant that when sending personnel to a foreign

land, they can no longer rely to the full extent on their allies to

define the borderline for the local governments.

 ❖ The “Privatisation revolution” that put logic, legitimacy, and

models for the entrance of markets into formerly state

domains.

 ❖  The wider phenomenon of state collapse. New areas of

instability came to light and created space for PMCs’ activities.

 ❖ Massive military demobilisations that provided a large pool

of labour for the industry and cheapened the created capital.

17

18

17 Cilliers & Manson, (1999). 
18 Mørup, (2004).
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 ❖  There is also a conception stating that the emerging of

news media outlets like CNN showing USAsoldiers being killed

in Somalia affected the willingness of governments to commit

to foreign conflicts, hence PMCs were there to fill the gap

when direct intervention is not desired.

 ❖ The increase of local armed conflicts. In general, since the

end of World War II, 285 armed conflicts have been

registered. The tendency is that this number declines year by

year, yet there is still a significant number and the most

vulnerable regions are the Middle East and Africa. This gave

impulses for the privatisation of warfare-related services. In

transitional periods power and security vacuumgive growth to

the emerging of private military services.The failures of local

governance in conflict-affected states resulted in new spaces

for private military actors to operate.Some authors would also

point out that emphasis should be put on hopes for a “new

world order” after 1989, while the reality could be described

as "peace in the West, war in the rest” which also affected the

industry.

 ❖   The increase of non-state conflicts should come as a

separate paragraph.  In 1989 the total number of non-state

conflicts was estimated  to be  at 19 ,  while in 2020 at  72 .   In

addition , while total numbers of fatalities  decreased  from

2001-2011 and re-emerged dramatically from  2012, in 2020 it 

 was comparable   to  1991  figures.   Nevertheless, the number

of fatalities in non-state conflicts has grown from around

3000 in 1989 to around 23 000 in 2020, implying that the

rapid change in global security paradigm facilitated by the

globalising world economy and new stateless zones also led 

19

20

19 Gilligan, (1998). 
20 The Uppsala Conflict Data Program (UCDP).
21 The Uppsala Conflict Data Program (UCDP) Charts, Graphs and Maps. 22 The Uppsala Conflict
Data Program (UCDP) Charts, Graphs and Maps.
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to the emergence of new conflict groups, not subject to the

jurisdiction of any State. By non-state actors, it is meant as

various terrorist groups, transnational drug cartels, from

rebels, even through to business, non-governmental

organisations, and religious groups. 

 ❖  The criminalised nature, for example, in Colombia, Liberia,

Sierra Leone and Tajikistan. Such a situation gives birth to

local actors whose very existence is defined by violence. This

affected the PMCs’ industry,especially on the supply and the

demand sides. Rebel groups in Angola, Sierra Leone were

known to receive military help from private companies, that

provided them with military skills and military technologies.

Official governments also resort to the help of contractors to

fight the groupings, however.

 ❖  Ex-soldiers on market. The global map changed since the

end of the Cold War, downsising and dissolutionof States

took place. This created a labour supply pool for PMCs and

cheapened the force. Then, over the past 30 years, it is

observed that the tendency of downsising conventional

armed forces (both in Western countries and especially in the

former Warsaw Treaty countries). The USA military has one

third fewer soldiers than at its Cold War peak, while the British

Army is as numerically small as it has been in almost two

centuries. Dislocated elites even opted for forming their own

private companies.

❖  Easier access to weapons. To a large extent, this was a

result of military downsising. Aircraft and advanced artillery

23

24

25

26

23 Son, (2012). 
24 Clapham, (2009). 
25 Peters, (1994). 
26 Son, (2012). 
27 Shearer, (1998).

27
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can also be purchased by privates. The industry of arms

brokers also led to a much less controlled distribution of

arms, that is no longer under State's monopoly. In some

cases, contractors are allowed to keep this equipment after

the contract ends.

 ❖ The globalisation of the world economic system. Modern

multinational enterprises also need support in protecting

their interest while attracting regular armies would be

impractical, PMCs are helpful in terms ofprotecting weak and

ineffectual domestic rulers.

 ❖  Fails of the international organizations. UN missions,

especially in the era of "third-generation peacekeeping" can

be successful in reacting to armed conflicts and preventing

them as well (Sierra Leone, Mozambique), however,

disappointments in Somalia and Rwanda broke the feeling

that the UN and in some cases NATO (Bosnia), would

manage armed conflicts efficiently.

 ❖ Programmes for local security agencies reformation that

were to replace PMCs proved ineffective as it was in Bosnia

and Herzegovina, Iraq, Kosovo and Afghanistan despite

massive help from western countries and international

organisations. Corruption and clan system at the local level

also added to the disappointment at the reforms.

15



PMC AS BENEFICIAL OUTSOURCING

FOR STATES

Why contract a PMC?

 ▪ Might be economically reasonable as rather than burdening

government budgets with a fundamental restructuring of

standing armies or police forces, rooting out corruption, and

ensuring the efficiency and loyalty of public forces, when

governments may opt for a PMC’shelp.

 ▪ Hiring a PMC is often cost-effective. Companies are known

to receive a one-time payment for their services for a specified

term while regular armies are owned by States.

 ▪ By hiring mercenaries, a State can lower its official fatalities.

It is a good solution for improving the moral image which is of

utter importance for Western democracies and their sensitive

electorate 

 ▪ There is a benefit in shifting the burden of costs for

protection from the public to the private sector, as MNCs, aid

agencies, NGOs and international organisations shoulder the

cost of providing for their own protection.Some countries,

such as Angola, even make the entry of MNCs on the domestic

market conditional on their bringing their means of protection.

But here arises a problem of weakening state authority. 

 ▪ Most of the companies in the sector have infrastructure, are

highly mobile and make use of a flexible workforce. As

reported, it is of many benefits for companies to keep the

number of their permanent personnel at a minimum level.

Personnel is hired for a specific mission or contract, and a

shared database between firms even allow two or even more

companies to have one person at their disposal.

 

28

29

28 Konovalov & Valetsky, (2013). 
29 Isenberg, (1997).
30 Holmqvist, (2005).

30
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 ▪  Companies usually hire high-skilled and trained personnel,

therefore they cut much of the expenses on training.

 ▪ There is now a clear understanding that state actors can no

longer be the only actors responsible for the international

security issues as we need efforts to tackle 'new threats—such

as transnational crime, environmental hazards or the

proliferation of weapons of mass destruction. It requires states

to act largely through or with international or regional

organisations and NGOs.

 ▪  Another argument is the swiftness of deployment.

However, this advantage can be outweighed by a failure to

have an impact on the medium to the long-term evolution of

the conflict. Sometimes PMCs can simply create an illusion of

stability but left untouched substantive problems that can

never be solved by privates. The Sierra Leone conflict can be

taken as an example, where Executive Outcomes (EO) forces

were hired by the Government of Sierra Leone President to

help fight the rebel forces of the Revolutionary United Front,

which was highly effective;however, the withdrawal of EO two

years after deployment was followed by a coup that

overthrew the government and plunged the country back into

conflict. Despite private forces were effective as a reaction to

the conflict, not only they did not provide long-term stability,

but rather it was their withdrawal that had an impact on the

evolution of the conflict. On the other hand, British military

intervention in the Sierra Leone Civil War substantial

development provided aid and mixed it with international

political and diplomatic efforts. It can be suggested that a

more realistic assessment of the strategic situation and

balance of power should be done before a decision.

31 Holmqvist, (2005).

31
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 ▪  PMCs highlight the challenges on the modern battlefield

and reveal new means and methods of warfare.

 ▪ There is an advantage of receiving only the service that is

immediately demanded, whereas public forces have to be

paid even when they are on standby.

 ▪ They change names often; not all remain in the market for

a long time; not all have webpages or are visible as PMSC, and

finally, it is equally not easy to identify them with a single

country as the biggest are already multinational companies

with several headquarters.

The UN as well as other multilateral and humanitarian

organisations also have contracts with private companies. The

predominance of non-state actors, militias, guerrillas, and

transnational criminal formations determined broader

mandates for UN peacekeepers and a shift towards "third-

generation peacekeeping" which means complex tasks and

initiatives for post-conflict reconstruction and rehabilitation.

Some of the post-Cold War missions not only involve

traditional mandates of monitoring the ceasefire that do not

deal with the core of the conflicts. To provide long-term

economic and humanitarian relief, a prolonged presence

might be needed, yet, this might implya constant dependency

on the assistance. As a result, there is a tendency to

outsource several services related mainly to logistic support

and security. The aim should be to increase efficiency and

effectiveness. While an era of a “digital peacekeeper” is only

emerging, these firms possess the latest technologies and any

kind of demanded professionals that can be deployed at

short notice. Here PMCs mostly perform security tasks such

as the protection of governmental officers, demining, human

relief installations, and buildings where embassies and

international agencies are placed, protection of refugee

camps, logistical convoys, police training and demining.

18



It should be bearded in mind that the UN does not possess

its own armed forces, and the deployment along with the

process of calling out troops, police and civilians usually takes

up to six months. African military companies contracted with

the missions – KZN Security and Empower Loss Control

Services provided local intelligence to the UN Transitional

Administration in East Timor (UNTAET), and DynCorp

provided logistics, transport and communications services.

The replacement of regular contributions by PMCs is both

unlikely and undesirable, they are now often regarded as

likely to work in their supporting capacity. Considering more

complex mandates and peacebuilding services, including

DDR programmes (demobilisation, disarmament and

reintegration), UN missions might in the future enjoy better

support from private actors.

The increase in the use of private forces by the UN causes

many concerns. Such concerns are connected with the

implementation of the international humanitarian law, issues

of transparency and the selection process – there are visible

contracts between the UN and DynCorp International

although employees of the firm were involved in a scandal of

prostitution trafficking during the UN mission in Bosnia in

1999. The debates are raised both on the level of

responsibility and on the concept of violence outsourcing

itself.

On the other hand, such cooperation causes cultural and

political paradoxes. A contractor might fall behind the

existing UN legal framework and its link to ground operations.

In cases when they have to fall under the term «mercenary»,

it contradicts the fact that the UN expresses numerous

concerns over PMCs’ ability to represent for the peace and

security the condemnation of recent mercenary activities in

Africa. 

19



So, there is a clear necessity to clarify the mercenary and

military contractor correlation: PMSC are not mercenaries.

Blackwater

A well-known American PMC, known as Academi since 2011.

This company is known in particular for being accused of

murdering civilians on 16 September 2007 while escorting an

American diplomatic envoy in Baghdad. The Blackwater

guards claimed that one of their convoys came under attack

and they had the right to respond. But the Iraqi government,

citing eyewitness reports, officially claimed there was no

provocation to attack. Later in the USA, five members were

indicted as the country’s government reported. The case

became widely discussed and affected the international

community, US governmentand situation in Iraq. In 2020 the

UN sharply criticised President Donald Trump's decision to

pardon four former Blackwater contractors involved in the

incident. 

 Wagner Group and Lybia

A recent incident is connected with the BBC publication that

“revealed the scale of operations by a shadowy Russian

mercenary group in Libya's civil war” based on a tablet left by

one of the fighters. This group first came to light in 2014 when

it was supporting forces in eastern Ukraine; in Lybia it assisted

the forces of a rebel general, Khalifa Haftar, in his fights

against the UN-backed government in the capital, Tripoli. 

  

32

33

34

32 Blackwater incident: What happened. (2008). 
33 UN criticises Trump's pardons for Blackwater guards jailed over Iraq killings. (2020).
34 Barabanov & Ibrahim, (2021).
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Russia denies any links to Wagner while the electronic list of

military equipment found in the tablet serves as evidence

that it comes from Russian army supplies. As BBC reported,

a former Wagner group fighter admitted that its members

killed prisoners to spare money from keeping them. The case

is largely discussed in Russia linked both to relations with

other countries and the Wagner group itself as this structure

does not fall under the definition of a PMC and doubts are

raised upon its official existence. 

21



REGULATION. NATIONAL AND

INTERNATIONAL LEVEL

States often face a lack of domestic legislation while

international law on mercenaries in some aspects has little to

do with the relatively new phenomenon of PMCs. However, in

a situation of armed conflicts, certain provisions of the

international humanitarian law and human rights are

applicable. So, PMCs do not operate in a legal vacuum.

 
PRIVATE SECURITY AND A WEAK STATE

The actions of the PMCs are normally associated with conflict-

prone states, especially low income countries fromsub-

Saharan Africa where strong states provide their own

interests. For instance, some 2800 private security companies

operate in South Africa, and private security guards

outnumber the police forces. Rightly so, to a large extent, this

can be called a symptom of state weakness, especially in

terms of the formation of local militias as a cheap popular

response to insecurity, political cronyism and the corruption

of police and military forces can also be listed. However, such

a situation can also be attributable to the external actors. As

an example can serve the Israeli firm Levdan, Limited: it had a

contract with the Congo-Brazzaville Government and trained

the local army and presidential bodyguards.

Weak states risk further weakening through the use of PMCs

by rebel groups or other non-state actors. Rebels in Angola, 

35

36

37

38

35 The Montreux Document On pertinent international legal obligations and good practices for States
related to operations of private military and security companies during armed conflict. (2009). 36
Holmqvist, (2005). 
37 Holmqvist, (2005). 
38 Holmqvist, (2005).
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the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) and Sierra

Leone all used PMCs for training and assistance and starting

using high-technology weapons. All sides of the conflict in

Colombia also received support from private forces, which

has made the conflict last much longer. However, direct

combat participation on the part of PMCs is in fact rare and

could be prohibited with the enforcement of existing national

anti-mercenary laws. It may as well publicly demonstrate the

state’s incapacity to solve the crisis without external actors.

Also, unequal distribution of revenues, as evidence explain,

causes a sense of alienation and exclusion on the part of

civilians, as a consequence, they are more ready totake up

arms and participate in illegal transfers – that's just what

happened in the DRC, Liberia and Sierra Leone.

A weak state lacks influence over who contracts private

services. Whether PMCs have direct contracts with a weak

state or with a donor government . PMCs also work closely

with regional organisations to address peacekeeping

challenges. The Economic Community of West African States

(ECOWAS) Monitoring Group (ECOMOG) in Sierra Leone in

1998 contracted Sandline for logistics and transportation

support. PA&E, an international logistics company, supported

ECOMOG forces in the ECOWAS Mission in Liberia (ECOMIL) in

2003. The African Union Mission in Sudan (AMIS) was also

supported by Medical Support Solutions (MSS). 

The outsourcing of military training is believed to be most

successful when companies support regular forces rather

than assuming full responsibility for the mission. A row of

 

  

39
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39 Singer, (2002). 
40 "Special Issue on Sierra Leone", (1997).
41 Holmqvist, (2005). 
42 Holmqvist, (2005).
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24

positive examples here includes Operation Focused

Reliefthe USA contracted with Pacific Architects and

Engineering (PA&E) for training missions in Ghana, Nigeria

and Senegal.

Another sector where PCMs can offer their services is

humanitarian aid where humanitarian workers often become

targets for physical attack. Above that, they are helpful in

risk analysis, staff security training and crisis management

advice, for example, on how to behave in cases of

kidnapping and abduction.

Weak states are often economically dependent on natural

resources which occupy the central role. In such cases, when

the facilities are believed to stay under "foreign control". It

may well be that the same PMC protects both an MNC in the

extractive industry and aid agencies in a country: as pointed

out in one report, it is not hard to imagine this leading to

accusations of hypocrisy and the spiralling distrust of

humanitarian actors.

 

  

PRIVATE SECURITY AND AN

‘EFFICIENT’ STATE
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Such states do not only serve as Home states for PMCs but

also as their key employers. Outsourcing of functions

through PMCs is to a larger extent applicable to PMCs. PSC

activity in cases such as Afghanistan and Iraq takes place

along with a large international military force presence. 
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It seems that states with strong economies conduct their

private military service in a more regulated or contained

fashion, however, they face problems that have different

nature to the ones of weak states.

 

According to SIPRI, there are four central problems in the

efficient state’s use of private services: (a) the problem of

establishing clear mandates, (b) the lack of PMC

accountability, (c) problems of oversight and control in a

skewed market, and (d) problems of basic and practical

coordination of efforts both among private actors and

between PSCs and regular forces.

The USA government tends to take as much from

outsourcing as possible. The UK government seems to gain

much from the use of PMCs, so, researchers usually come up

with examples of these two states. Failures to hold individual

contractors accountable for crimes in the USA, where the

regulation is developed compared to other countries, was

met with sustained criticism (like with DynCorp employees

were accused of sexual abuses in the Balkans in the mid-

1990s).

There is also a commercial motivation issue, as a change in the

conditions for the operations, whether related to security or

financial considerations, might lead to a change in a

company’s ability or willingness to carry out the mission for

which it was contracted. So, it significantlydepends on the

company’s reputation. There were examples of companies

abandon a contract in fear that they will not be paid for their 
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services (Sandline International had signed up for a contract

with the Papua New Guinea Government in 1997, but the

mission was never carried out because the company doubted

the client’s ability to pay). In the future,states are expected to

have clearer mandates and scope for action.

Another problem is connected with the inadequate vetting of

personnel. For example, in Iraq, US and British firms turned to

local and other foreign nationals to fill the demand for

personnel and included members from Fiji, Nepal (Gurkhas),

Serbia and Montenegro, and Bosnia and Herzegovina. This

complicates procedures for prosecution in the event of

misconduct and attracts personnel with different

motivations. 

Up to now, no international humanitarian law or human rights

treaty mentions PMSCs specifically.

INTERNATIONAL REGULATION

EXISTING RELATED INTERNATIONAL

DOCUMENTS

 ✓ Protocol Additional I to the 1949 Geneva Conventions. In

the Protocol the term "private military company" is not used,

however, it has something to do with the term "mercenary". A

mercenary is not a national of any of the parties that are

desired for a private gain and not a member of the armed

forces of a party, has not been sent by a State which is not a

party to the armed conflict on official duty as a member of its

armed forces and that directly participate in hostilities. So,

most members of modern PMCs do not fit the definition; 

50 Protocols Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949. (2010).
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most of them are not contracted to fight in military

operations, moreover, there is a question of how to prove

certain motivations. 

 ✓ Convention for the Elimination of Mercenarism in Africa

of 1985. Personnel that falls under the 1949 Geneva

Conventions definition of a mercenary should be prevented

on the territory of a contracting state and through its

territory. Further on, they prohibited on their territory any

activities by persons or organisations who use mercenaries

against any African State member of the OAU or the people

of Africa in their struggle for liberation as well as propaganda

of mercenarism.

 ✓  International Convention against the Recruitment, Use,

Financing, and Training of Mercenaries. Was adopted in

1989, went into force in 2001 and has been ratified by 37

member states of the UN stays the only international

document applicable to the activities of PMCs. According to

the Convention, mercenarism is not against international law

but activities aimed at overthrowing or undermining the

constitutional order and territorial integrity of a state is

banned (however a person is also to be called a mercenary).

The Convention is to serve as a basement for national

legislation that should avoid the Convention’s pitfalls (uses

the definition of a mercenary found in Article 47 of Protocol I

to the Geneva Convention) while its adoption in 2001 served

as an important step for the development of the regulation

mechanism.  
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✓  Montreux Document on Pertinent International Legal

Obligations and Good Practices for States Related to

Operations of Private Military and Security Companies

During Armed Conflict. The Montreux document is not an

international treaty – as authors of the documents state, they

were eager to create “a meaningful and practical instrument

in a relatively short period of time”. So, its status is “an

intergovernmental document intended to promote respect

for international humanitarian law and human rights law

whenever PMSCs are present in armed conflicts”. It identifies

good practices that are ideally putinto place during

peacetime (like licensing regime for companies). 

▪  The Montreux Document highlights the responsibilities of

three types of States: Contracting States (countries that hire

PMCs); Territorial States (countries on whose territory PMCs

operate) and Home States (countries in which PMCs are

based).

▪  The fact that PMCs are private enterprises and not State

authorities does not relieve States from their international

obligations. If a State occupies foreign territory and uses

private companies to perform certain functions (provide

security or logistic support, guard detention centres), the

occupying State still has obligations towards the occupied

population – to ensure public order in the occupied territory

and the population’s safety. 

▪ The liberty of the State to contract out activities to PMSCs

is limited as State authorities should carry out certain

activities themselves (like supervision of prisoner-of-war

camps and civilian places of internment). While certain

administrative tasks can be outsourced, overall responsibility 
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must rest with the State authorities. Among good practices

the authors name the one to determine which services can or

cannot be performed by PMSCs.

▪The Contracting state should select a company according

to its adherence to the IHL and, in its turn, influence PMCs’

operation in the field. They should work on PMC personnel to

be fully identifiable. It is advised that penalty clauses should

be included in contracts to ensure criminal jurisdiction. When

select, take into account: past conduct; possession of

required authorisations; personnel, land property records;

adequate training in international humanitarian law and

human, rights law; lawful acquisition and use of equipment (in

particular weapons); adequate internal policies.

▪  Territorial states should influence PMCs through national

law. Good practices –create an authorisation scheme, a

selection procedure similar to those of the Contracting

States, imposing administrative sanctions for non-

compliance.

▪  Home states should also contribute to enhancing the

authorisation and selection process.

▪  States have an obligation to take measures to prevent

misconduct by PMCs and to assist persons harmed by such

misconduct (as under IHL it only states that are bound to

respect international human rights law). This also includes

misconduct by PMSCs against their employees. It would be

unrealistic, however, to expect States to prevent all and any

possible harm caused by private companies. In this

document, States are not expected to prevent any possible

harm by a PMC, but to do what can reasonably be expected

to prevent or minimize it, investigate misconduct and,

conduct the prosecution, grant victims access to remedies

(for instance, through civil action in court). To protect human

rights they should require PMCs to ensure the welfare of

their personnel and lack of discrimination. 
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▪ Any member of a PMC who commits a grave breach of the

1949 Geneva Convention must be brought to trial, either at

home, through extradition to another country or through

surrender to an international tribunal. Agreements on the

jurisdiction, such as status-of-forces agreements, can

constitute an obstacle. Investigative authorities of the

Territorial, Contracting and Home States should cooperate

with each other.

National legislation may be often named the most feasible

means of regulation of PMCs. Among countries that use

PMCs forces, South Africa and the USA are acknowledged by

International Alert as the ones with the most advanced

national legislation. However, not all their measures are fully

adequate. 

The South African Regulation of Foreign Military

Assistance Act introduced in July 1998 is one of boldest

attempts ever to develop comprehensive measures.

“Mercenary activities” “foreign military assistance” are

distinguished. Mercenary activities as a “direct participation

as a combatant in armed conflict for private gain” is

proscribed. ‘Foreign military assistance’ here means “advice

or training; personnel, financial, logistical, intelligence or

operational support; personnel recruitment; medical or

paramedical services; or procurement of equipment” as well

as “security services for the protection of individuals involved

in armed conflict or their property”– should be controlled by 

NATIONAL LEGISLATION

56 THE MONTREUX DOCUMENT On pertinent international legal obligations and good practices for
States related to operations of private military and security companies during armed conflict. (2009).
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a licensing and authorization procedure. Approval for a

contract is not granted if it contravenes criteria based on

international law. However, the Act is thought to be more of a

symbolic deterrent, since few companies have applied for a

license to operate under its measures.

The USA is the only other country that has recognizable

regulatory measures for the export of military services. In the

USA there have been many laws passed that apply to private

actors signing a contract with the US government.The

provisions are thought to be more concerned with US foreign

policy than with international law. In addition, there is no

formal oversight once a licence has been granted, so

transparency is unclear.

As mentioned above, private forces have been in high

demand in sub-Saharan Africa. The uncontrolled spread of

mercenaries of the 1960-1970-s made governments take

steps towards regulating the industry. In Libreville, in 1977 the

member states of the Organisation for Africa Unity (OAU)

signed the Convention for the Elimination of Mercenarism in

Africa. It became known as the only legal instrument that

criminalizes mercenary activities. . The OAU Convention does

not suffer from all the pitfalls of the International Convention

as it uses a definition of mercenarism which refers to the

purpose of a mercenary’s employment as well as features of  
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who a mercenary actually is. Because African governments

are not strictly prevented from hiring foreign soldiers as

partof their armed forces under the Convention, this has

reduced their credibility when accusing opposition rebel and

insurgency groups of using mercenaries. 

Among the EU members only Belgium, Croatia, Cyprus and

Italy have ratified the International Convention while Germany

stays the only one to sign it. Some member states, such as

Finland, are in the process of considering whether their

domestic legislation goes along with the provisions of the

Convention but many others have doubts about its

enforceability. However, it can be said that it’s the EU’s

responsibility to develop regulation as many PMCs originate

from Europe.
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LOCAL MEASURES

Codes of conduct of various users of private forces also

deserve discussion. NGOs and agencies (including

humanitarian aid ones), human rights organizations (like

Amnesty International) have their policies and guidelines. Still,

these CoCs are not enforceable and only form a small part of

a comprehensive regulatory framework.

Companies themselves also possess their own regulation

mechanisms. In their profiles, they often outline the contracts

they are ready to accept and those they are not. Some

companies state that they can only be contracted with

internationally recognised governments, some outline that

they accept clients with codes of conduct that confirm their

adherence to international law principles. For private compa-
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nies imposing their principles is a chance to have greater

recognition and gain marketability. However, self-regulation

by the industry is never enough and does never replace

regulations administered by governments and the

international community.
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PROBLEMS ARISING WHEN

DISCUSSING THE AGENDA

 Key priority actors for regulation:

• Non-state armed actors. The international community should

prevent these actors from using mercenary forces. 

• Governments in conflict regions, since they should consider the

impact that the use of private forces might have on the internal

situation and work on security sector reform programmes. 

• Governments in supplying countries. 

• Multilateral peacekeeping organisations. Conflict management

mechanisms promote an integrated approach to peacebuilding

and emphasize the importance of peaceful negotiations.

• Humanitarian agencies. Should conflict-prevention and

peacebuilding frameworks into the planning and management of

their security arrangements; promote impartiality.

• Corporations in the extractive industries. Consider the impact

that contracting PMCs might have and also adopt conflict

prevention and peacebuilding frameworks.

  

The humanitarian necessity to address the phenomenon of

PMSCs stems from their presence and role in today's armed

conflicts. Since they are armed and mandated to carry out

activities that bring them close to actual combat, they potentially

pose an additional risk to the local population and are themselves

at risk of being attacked. So far, PMSCs have been largely left

without oversight by States and no specific international

regulations are in place for them. International humanitarian law is

applicable to them, but there was a clear need to spell out the

rules for PMSCs and offer practical advice on how to deal with

them.
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PMCs as an alternative could be addressed with less

controversy: rather than being associated with one party or

side in the conflict, PMC protection could be seen as the

enlisting of an ‘impartial’ actor. So, a degree of distance

(perceived and real) between PSCs and national militaries,

as well as the nationality of PSC employees, to ensure that

an image of partisanship is not conveyed. 

International humanitarian law always stands at the drawing

a line between "civilians" and "combatants" to limit civilian

casualties but maybe even more important to emphasize

the facet of traditional interstate relations: members of the

army are organs of the State and, when captured, are

expected to benefit from this official status.They may not

be subjected to prosecution by the capturing State for

taking part in the conflict. In particular, they may not be

tried for activities normally associated with the conflict —

namely killing, inflicting grievous bodily harm, carrying

firearms, and so on, they have official “prisoner-of-war

status” means. Additionally, the concept is not part of the

law governing non-international armed conflicts, because

conflicts between a government and rebels or between

rebels do not have this interstate character. 

Major powers have always sought to keep prisoner-of-war

(POW) status limited to the official army as, by definition,

they had large powerful armies and did not want to favour

guerrilla activities. Smaller countries, however, and others

who perceive themselves to be at a military disadvantage,

have regularly resisted this.

TWO MAJOR LEGAL TOOLS
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The relationship between the private sector and the

humanitarian aid community is as well debated. Here a

principle of impartiality in delivering assistance is in jeopardy.

This principle was set out in the 1994 Code of Conduct for

the International Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement

and NGOs in Disaster Relief that “seeks to maintain the high

standards of independence, effectiveness and impact to

which disaster response NGOs and the International Red

Cross and Red Crescent Movement aspires” . Then, in

particular, from this very document, it can be concluded that

“militarisation" or "politicisation” of humanitarian aid sphere

when militaries take part in the delivery might suspend aid

agencies in having hidden agendas – that is likely to turn the

population against them and even make aid workers potential

targets of attack when goes along with general militarisation

of the environment. 

The main problems with PSCs used in support of aid delivery

relate to the conduct of the firm itself. A report published by

International Alert (an independent NGO) set the ground for

debate to determine and outline appropriate ethical, political,

professional and public accountability standards that PSCs

need to uphold in order to be a legitimate resource for aid

agencies.

It has been suggested several times that an international

regulatory body under the auspices of the UN should be set

up to register PMCs and monitor their activities. As with the

UN Register on Conventional Arms, a member state would

voluntarily gather and submit information on companies

operating out of their territory, so it will contribute to

credibility and recognition, thus serving the interests of the 
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company as well as it being on a voluntary basis and not

comprehensive to begin with, there would nonetheless be a

willingness.

The UN plays a highly important role in the regulation

monitoring the conduct of companies and reporting

wrongdoings. However, authorising the use of private forces

in every case will stay within a state's power. Before the

United Nations will is able to accredit companies, a

mechanism should be advanced so as not to appear that this

power is violated. Nevertheless, the UN has an extremely

important role to play in reporting and monitoring the

conduct of private security and military companies to ensure

that any wrongdoing is acted upon.

The appliance of International Humanitarian Law

considering that PMCs are not part of the armed forces. 

The status of the personnel is determined under international

humanitarian law and its regulation is performed on a case-

by-case basis.

 

Unless they are incorporated in the armed forces of a State or

have combat functions for an organised armed group

belonging to a party of the conflict, the staff of PMSCs are

civilians. So, according to the IHL:

• they may not be targeted;

• they are protected against attack unless and for such time

as they take a direct part in hostilities.

 If, however, the staff of PMSCs carry out acts that amount to

taking a direct part in hostilities they lose protection from  
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attack during such participation. And if captured they can be

tried for merely participating in hostilities, even if they have

not committed any violations of international humanitarian

law.

War crimes can be committed both by members of the

armed forces but also by civilians. So, a member of a PMC can

be accused of violation of IHL whether in international or non-

international armed conflicts. It can be concluded that such

persons could be prosecuted in any state or before any

international tribunal that has jurisdiction. However, not all

states have adopted legislation enabling them to prosecute

persons based on universal jurisdiction and even those who

have done so have adopted conditions such as a residence or

some other specific connection with the state.

As companies, PMSCs per se are not bound to respect

international humanitarian law, which is binding only on

parties to a conflict and individuals, not corporate entities.

Nor are PMSCs directly bound by human rights law, which is

only binding on States. As statement 22 explains, however,

insofar as those bodies of law are integrated into national law

and made applicable to companies, PMSCs are nonetheless

obliged to uphold them. The same holds true, obviously, for

all national law – criminal law, tax law, immigration law, labour

law – and of course for any specific regulations on PMSCs that

might be in place.

Most are not employed to fight, but rather to provide support

functions (equipment maintenance, logistic services, guarding

diplomatic missions or other civilian sites, catering, etc.). In 
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these cases, they are considered to be civilians. This means

they are protected against attack unless and for such time as

they directly participate in hostilities. But it also means that if

they take a direct part in hostilities, they can be prosecuted if

domestic law criminalizes such conduct.

In rarer cases, PMSC employees are incorporated into the

armed forces of a State or form groups or units under a

command responsible to a party to an armed conflict. In  such

situations, they do not enjoy protection as civilians.

Protection of PMSC personnel from attack Statement 25

explains that if PMSC personnel qualify as civilians (which they

do in most cases) they may not be attacked. However,

international humanitarian law provides that civilians lose their

protection against attack if and for such time as they directly

participate in hostilities. Direct participation in hostilities is a

rather complex term. Simply put, it means participation in

combat operations or activities aimed at weakening the

enemy’s military capacity and specifically meant to support

one party to the conflict against the other. Guarding military

bases against attacks from the enemy party, gathering tactical

military intelligence, operating weapons systems in a combat

operation are examples of direct participation in hostilities in

which PMSC personnel may be involved.

A State that has ratified either or both of the UN and African

conventions against mercenarism has an obligation to

prosecute and punish mercenaries. From a humanitarian law

viewpoint, the only consequence in the law of being a

mercenary is that a mercenary is not entitled to combatant or

prisoner of war status when participating in an international

armed conflict. However, a mercenary is still entitled to

adequate conditions of detention and has the right to a fair

trial.
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The Foreign Enlistment Act of 1870 is the only UK law

applicable to private security groups; it has never been

enforced all the time since it was enacted. The UK has no

recognisable regulations relevant to the activities of private

security and military companies. The British government has

said that it has no plans to sign the International Convention

against mercenaries due to doubts about its legal

enforceability in the UK. As a result of the 1998 'arms to Africa'

affair, though, in which a British-based private military

company, Sandline International, signed a contract with the

(at the time) exiled President of Sierra Leone, Ahmed Tejah

Kabbah, to supply a 35-tonne shipment of arms in

contravention of a UN embargo on the country, it has

committed to addressing the issue. The Government has said

that it is considering options for regulation, and in April 1999

British Foreign Secretary Robin Cook announced that it would

produce a Green Paper (consultation document) on

mercenary activity by the end of November 2000.

Existing arms export controls applicable to defence

manufacturers in supplier states are an important context in

which to consider the regulation of private security groups. As

pointed out earlier, private security groups have been

involved in the transfer of weapons into conflict regions,

where they have operated by acting as arms-brokering

agents. There are, however, few national or international

controls over the activities of arms-brokering agents. Closing

the loopholes on arms brokering in arms export controls

regimes is a priority not only to help prevent the proliferation

of arms in conflict regions but also to place some regulations

on the activities of private security groups. Extending the

scope of arms export controls to incorporate military services

– as in the US model – might also present the most feasible

means of regulating the activities of private security groups.
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